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PRECEPTORY
NUMBER THREE

TO THE MEDITATORS AND PRECEPTORS 
OF THE 4-th and 5th DEGREES:

BELOVED COMPANION AND MEDITATOR:

May your Ministry be blessed with Love and Grace in A.
In carrying out the work for which you have received your 

appointment be sure to first instil in the minds of those whom you 
personally Minister to a deep understanding that God is not a far away 
personage dwelling somewhere in Heaven, far from the world.

«
Give all to whom you Minister the understanding that He did 

not simply create the world and then go off to let it operate itself by 
a blind force in a sort of perpetual motion.

Teach that God is actively present in the world, in the en
tire Universe, in all that we call Nature at all times.

HE IS THE INNER AND OUTER FORCE IN ALL THAT 
HE HAS CREATED. HE IS THE POWER AND THE 
LIFE, THE LOVE AND THE SPIRIT, THE ACTUATING,
ACTIVATING PRINCIPLE, THE THOUGHT, THE MIND,
-THE INTELLECT, THE SOTJL AND THE SUBSTANCE^



He does not work on things from the outside but from WITHIN . . . .

He is not beyond the edge of things for beyond Him is NO THING . .

- HE IS THE CENTER AND THE ALL -

"All of Nature's action is God's action. And the uniform mode of the 
Divine Activity and the procedure is what we call a Law of Nature."

He is not only present in all visible things but in all the 
invisible things, things whose substance do not vibrate visibly to our 
sense of sight but which, none the less, far exceed the things in the 
realm of the visible.

HE IS NOT ONLY THE MOTIVE POWER OF THE ALL 

BUT HE IS THE CAUSE OF ALL PERFECTION.

And in the Thought Kingdom we may most clearly see and 
feel the Divine Presence.

-  0  -

In the freedom which He has granted to us we may, if we 
wish, turn away mentally from His Presence. We may, if we so mind, 
even develop and substitute in the realm of thought, thoughts that 
are evil and wrong. We have this freedom. But if we do develop such 
thoughts, we must pay the penalty for them. For when we do that, we 
create the only Devil there is and we must suffer for such thinking 
in the only Hell there is, the Hell of our own creating.

-  0  -

"DO AS THOU WILT 

SHALL BE THE WHOLE OF THE LAW."

Thus taught one ancient Wisdom School. But while we may 
do as we will so far as Divine Law is concerned, we MUST be prepared 
to pay recompense accordingly. The Law of Karma.

This is not license. It is simply a freedom that enables 
us to grow by experience. And there is no other way to true growth.



DO RIGHT AND LIVE IN HARMONY

THINK RIGHT AND BE WELL.

DO WRONG AND SUFFER THE PENALTY.

THINK WRONG AND SUFFER HELL.

The only existence the Devil has is that made for him in the 
minds of wrong THINKING man .... The only existence Hell has is that 
made by wrong DOING of man.

ALL THAT IS ACCORDING TO GOD'S PLAN IS PERFECT.
ONLY WHEN HIS LIGHT MEETS WITH INTERFERENCE - 

DOES DISHARMONY OR DISCORD RESULT.

In the realm of physics, we learn that if a light beam or 
vibratory wave of any sort, traveling in a certain direction, is met by 
another beam traveling in another direction, that an interference pat
tern is set up which affects, nullifies or reverses the original beam 
according to the strength of the interfering beam.

If we set up an interference beam of vibrations of ill- 
health- thoughts against His beam of vibrations of perfect health, then 
our health will be interfered with. And the interference against per
fect health will be as strong as our wrong thinking or wrong action 
vibration.

The same principle works in the case of anything necessary 
to our well being or to our desires. An interference beam of thought, 
of hate, shuts off the harmonic flow of life and love and health. If 
we indulge in hate, we hurt ourselves more than we do the object we 
hate.

WORRY thoughts act similarly.

Overindulgences on the physical side and laziness both pro
duce an interference in the beam of Life energy that would otherwise 
come to us from cosmic space as straight as the rays of sunlight. All 
disease is the result of such interferences with the Life and Light rays 
from God.

Habits of thinking enter into our Character and, as you know, 
that is the most important part of our Immortal Soul. If a habit of 
thinking has been very wrong in a previous life, the Life stream (or 
beam) may have been so reversed that it still causes interference in the 
next incarnation.



Then, of course, the Soul is born into a sick body.

But here is the Salvation. All of this may be overcome 
and it may be overcome very quickly, even instantaneously, by simply 
sending forth harmonic beams; in other words, right thoughts, thoughts 
in harmony with God's or'Nature's ideal of perfection.

Again in physics, we learn that a HARMONIC wave or vibra
tion INTENSIFIES the original beam that it harmonizes with.

THUS, IF GOD'S LIFE FORCE IS SENT OUT TO THE UNI
VERSE IN A VIBRATION PATTERN OF PERFECTION AND WE 
SEND FORTH A THOUGHT ENERGY BEAM OF VISUALIZED 
PERFECTION, THEN PERFECTION RESULTS. THE BEAMS 
GIVE STRENGTH TO ONE ANOTHER. THERE IS NO DISCOR
DANT VIBRATION BUT PERFECT HARMONY BETWEEN THE 
FATHER'S PERFECT THOUGHT OF YOU AND YOUR VISION 
OF PERFECTION FOR YOURSELF.

Two powerful search-light beams in 
harmonic directions form a third 
and more intense light ray.

You who have witnessed a Holly
wood Opening Night in California 
have seen the banks of huge lights 
that are inevitably used. Or per
haps some of you have seen anti
aircraft search-lights in Army 
manuevers.

The tremendously powerful lamps 
send beams of brilliantly white 
light high into the air as their 
attendants keep the lamps moving; 
until the rays seem like long 
fingers of actual substance, 
raking and combing the sky.

But have you ever noticed what 
happens when two of these beams 
"touch"? When two beams going 
in almost parallel direction 
overlap, a third beam is formed 
of greatly intensified light, 
much brighter and stronger than 
either one of the beams alone.



In this principle of harmonic vibrations, too, we have an 
illustration of the value of the Mayan Angelusc In this we have, not 
just two beams of thought projected in harmony but many such beams 
focused in the same direction for each Meditator, each Minister, each 
prayerful one, is adding his light and his thought in a parallel union 
of energies, in a beam that is harmonic with God’s mighty rays of 
perfection.

NO WONDER MIRACLES RESULT I IT IS ACCORDING TO HIS LAW

-  0 -

Always bear in mind that the physical Universe is but a 
shadow or reflection of the invisible substance and Spirit
ual Universe. We who are Mayans are developed thinkers, 
catching glimpses in our consciousness of His greatness in 
awe and wonder. But the unenlightened and the unthinking 
never see this. How much more difficult it is for them to 
even glimpse the wonders of His invisible greatness.

-  0  -

When we look at the skies we feel that we have a revelation 
of infinity. Yet telescopes in use today, reveal skies a thousand 
times beyond those we see with the naked eye.

When we see a high majestic mountain or a sunset in mid
ocean, our love of Him (Nature) moves us to poetic ecstasy. How much 
more might we be thrilled, were we astronomers spending our lives 
viewing through telescopes the great immensities or scientists view
ing through microscopes the tiny infinities. For the atom is composed 
of universes just as the known universes are but atoms within the ALL.

-  0  -

ALL IS INFINITE REFLECTION 

WE ARE IN HIS IMAGE 

GOD IS ALL 

ALL IS GOD

AMEN



Rev. 34 - P6 - 8.58

But all these material creations and complexities that we 
call atoms, and universes are as nothing compared to the miracles of 
mind itself.

Without mind, we could not appreciate these miracles, indeed, 
could not even see them. The more we appreciate the wonders we perceive 
the more wonderful is our mind to apperceive them. Surely, here again, 
do we have evidence that God is present and moving in the mind that has 
the capacity to apprehend and reflect upon such things.

SUCH A MIND, YOU AS A MAYAN WHO HAVE 
PROGRESSED TO READ THESE WORDS, ARE 
JUDGED TO POSSESS. APPRECIATE THE 
GIFT OF MENTALITY THEN AND BE THANK
FUL TO HIM WHO IMAGED IT SO.

_ a * # _

You have learned long ago in your earlier lessons that 
there is really nothing material, that everything is either immaterial, 
immortal substance or pure energy, the material which science is trying 
to find and labels Cosmic Rays. You preceptors in Mayanry know that 
substance is Soul and energy is Spirit and that all so-called material 
is simply a combination of these two, slowed down to certain octaves of 
vibration or frequency beats.

All the visible Universe is simply the reflection of the 
Divine Idea in the mind of God . Being the Divine Idea they exist ac
cording to His Laws of Love, Harmony and Plenteousness. By perfection 
they exist in Perfection.

"And He said, ’Let there be Light.'

And there was Light."

And His Light is reflected by you 

And is Perpetuated in You, Forevermore.

Amen,

THE MAYANS



In the succeeding series we shall endeavor to show you 
The Light of Truth that you may show others in s t i l l  more ways, 
how by Man's thoughts the physical body may be the recipient of so 
much discoid and disease and disorder, so much lack and suffer
ing, both mental and physical, and how we have the way to freedom 
by controlling our higher faculties, how we may use the Creative 
Mind within us which is part of God's ALL MIND. Glorious demon
strations are ahead for those who light their lamps and keep them 
shining brightly.

In the next lesson, a Companion of your class who asked 
''How may I heal others?" is answered. If you have the healing call 
and If you have the faith, you may demonstrate likewise. Miracles 
to us are not miracles to God. He who creates All, knows that all 
His works are in accordance with His Law.

THE UNFINISHED SYMBOL
The central!"sun" and symbols of Being radiating outward into infinity, 
illustrating the Unity of All Life, the growth and relationship of human
ity and God, the brotherhood of man, the individuality within the ALL, 
etc., etc., etc., etc. If it could be completed, if this strangely sim
ple design could be completed, the most powerful microscope could not see 
its smallest "suns" nor could the strongest telescope discover its ex
tent. It can never be finished. Carried out it would extend to infinity.


